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About our Chronology
and Time Prophecies

�Without chronology,� says Dr. Hales, �history would lose
its most valuable characters of truth and consistency, and
scarcely rise above the level of romance� � Martin Anstey,
The Romance of Bible Chronology (1913).

The Jewish nation had a Divine chronicler. �God, who at
sundry times and in divers manners spake in time past unto
the fathers by the prophets� (Hebrews 1:1). �Knowing this
first, that no prophecy of the scripture is of any private in-
terpretation. For the prophecy came not in old time by the
will of man: but holy men of God spake as they were moved
by the Holy Ghost� (2 Peter 1:20-21).

There have been several other chroniclers in history as
well as those who have written about time prophecies and
chronology. There are too many to list here, but we will list
some of the students of influence who were the most direct
links leading us to the ministry of Pastor Russell. We will
try to trace in order the line of the history of our chronology
and time prophecies that we use to our day.

HENRY FYNES CLINTON, ESQ. M.A.
FASTI HELLENICI AND FASTI ROMANI
(1824-1853)

Henry Fynes Clinton published a very large five-volume
treatise, Fasti Hellenici (�Hellenic Almanac�), and Fasti
Romani (�Roman Almanac�) in which he tried to compute
the length of time from Adam until our day and also harmo-
nize Scripture with the known archeology of his day. His
work is a very extensive and scholastic work on this sub-
ject. He references all the ancient authors, explores the
options and problems. He computes the date for Adam to
be 4138 BC and he also has the birth of Abraham 10 years
different than the Elliott/Bowen calculations. He has 2030
instead of 2020. Through projection we can see that he
taught that the 6,000 years would end in 1862 AD.

�His reasoning is clear, his authorities are numerous, and
his tone is moderate ... His chronology contains perhaps
fewer errors than that of any of his predecessors. He deter-
mines the Joshua-Judges �Chasm� (20 years instead of 13)
and the Samuel �Chasm� (32 years instead of 20) by means

of a subjective estimate, or conjecture, instead of by infer-
ence from the date contained in the Text, and for the Per-
sian and Greek period from Cyrus to Christ, he adopts the
figures of the Canon of Ptolemy instead of those of the
prophet Daniel ... He is to be blamed for his assertion that
the figures given in the Books of Kings and Chronicles are
sometimes �corrupt� and to be rejected. But apart from these
errors, which make his Era for the Creation BC 4138 ... he is
a most worthy and a most judicious guide� (Martin Anstey,
The Romance of Bible Chronology, Marshall Brothers Ltd.,
London, p. 53, 1913).

Clinton deals entirely with history, the chronologies of
major historical nations, and the Scriptural record. He does
not specifically consider time prophecies.

EDWARD B. ELLIOTT (1793-1875) AND
REV. C. BOWEN, HORAE APOCALYPTICAE,
LONDON (1846)

Edward Bishop Elliott received his education at Trinity
College in Cambridge in 1816. In commending his scholar-
ship, the Adventist scholar Froom wrote: �Perhaps its most
unique feature is the concluding sketch of the rise and spread
of the Jesuit counter-systems of interpretation that had made
such inroads upon Protestantism. Holding unswervingly to
the Historical School of interpretation, Elliott gives the most
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complete exposure of these counter-interpretations to be
found� (Leroy E. Froom, The Prophetic Faith of Our Fathers,
Vol. 3, Review and Herald, p. 717, 1950).

The chronology of Henry Fynes Clinton�s work was
adopted, refined, and published in Elliott�s 2,500-page,
four-volume treatise Horae Apocalypticae (Hours, or Times,
of the Apocalypse), in 1842. Throughout the space of sev-
eral pages, Elliott explains what changes he made to
Clinton�s work. To this chronology was appended a very long
footnote beginning with the second edition of his work in
1846. It was in this edition that Elliott appended a chart of
his �Scripture Chronology of the World� where he states
that �on the fly-leaf is appended in illustration a Tabular
Scheme of this Scripture Chronology, with the scriptural
authorities in brief; drawn up by my friend and brother, the
Rev. C. Bowen, Rector of St. Thomas, Winchester� (Horae
Apocalypticae, Second Edition, London, p. 259, 1846). It is
this Scripture chronology, ending in 1872, which is the
direct antecedent of our chronology.

However, this statement above presents us with two ques-
tions. (1) What Scripture chronology does Elliott refer to
when he says �this Scripture Chronology?� (2) Did Bowen
write the chronology list independent of Elliott, or did he
only draw up a tabular scheme of Elliott�s chronology?

In answer to our first question we will refer directly to
the first edition of Elliott�s treatise where the chronology
presented in Clinton�s work was discussed extensively. Later
a chart of this discussion was drawn up by the Rev. C. Bowen
and appended to a footnote in the second edition of Horae in
1846 and the three succeeding editions following (the last
in 1855).

�The ... column was drawn up by Reverend C. Bowen, of
England, for the Reverend E. B. Elliott, who gives it in his
Horae Apocalypticae, as the chronology of Mr. Clinton,
whence it was copied as such in the first edition. It varies,
however from Mr. Clinton�s 10 years in the aggregate, and
in a number of places in the detail ...� (Daniel T. Taylor, The
Voice of the Church, Rouse�s Point, N.Y., 1855, p. 319 of the
electronic version published by Ages Library on the Refor-
mation History, 2 CD-ROM). �This Scripture Chronology�
which Elliott mentions in this footnote refers specifically to
the several pages of discussion Elliott made on the chronol-
ogy of Henry Fynes Clinton.

The second question can be answered by looking at the
entire footnote where the chronology list appears. There is
a reference in an earlier statement where Elliott discusses
Henry Fynes Clinton�s chronology.

�According to the elaborate tables of one of the most judi-
cious and learned of our modern chronologists, the late Mr.
Fynes Clinton, the world�s 6,000 years would seem to be
very near their ending� (Horae Apocalypticae, Second Edi-
tion, London, p. 254, 1846). �When [is] the termination of
[the] sixth millenary? ... Mr. Clinton, in his Essay on Hebrew
Chronology, appended to the third volume of his late learned

work entitled Fasti Hellenici, has greatly elucidated the sub-
ject� (Ibid., p. 254). �See my abstract of Mr. Clinton�s chro-
nological argument and tables� (Horae Apocalypticae, Fifth
Edition, London, p. 732, 1855). �... a difference ... noted by
me [Elliott] in the text ...� (Horae Apocalypticae, Second Edi-
tion, London, p. 259, 1846).1

From our examination of the first question we can now
see that these statements, and others like it not cited here,
suggest that the chronology was Elliott�s and he had his
friend, Reverend Bowen, draw up the chart.

The answer to the second question is not as simple. It
may be that the chronology was a cooperative effort between
the two friends, Elliott and Bowen, but there is simply not
enough information to determine if this is truth or conjec-
ture. For though there may have been other influences
on Elliott, or Clinton�s chronology, it is unfortunate that nei-
ther of them gave references as to how they developed their
chronologies.

What we do know is that Elliott appears to have picked
up John Aquilla Brown�s time prophetic views regarding the
�Gentile Times� prophecy of �seven times� or 2,520 years.
John Brown wrote a book in 1823 called The Even-Tide,
which dated this prophecy from 604 BC to 1917 AD. Elliott
lists this interpretation as well as the 606 BC to 1914 AD

concept and others as several possibilities for fulfillment of
this prophecy. Elliott did not see the 606 BC date as the fall

Br. Nelson Barbour
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of Jerusalem, but rather the first year when Nebuchadnezzar
took prisoners from Israel to Babylon.2

NELSON H. BARBOUR, THE MIDNIGHT CRY:
EVIDENCES OF THE RETURN OF OUR LORD
IN 1873, (1870)

After the disappointment of Miller, Nelson Barbour drifted
off into unbelief and darkness for several years until he un-
dertook a trip around the world. �To wile away the monotony
of a long sea voyage, the English chaplain proposed a sys-
tematic reading of the prophecies� (Nelson H. Barbour, The
Midnight Cry and Evidences for the Coming of the Lord in
1873, p. 32, 1871).

When they reached the 12th chapter of Daniel, Barbour
noticed something that he had never noticed during his years
as an Adventist. He questioned the explanation of the Abomi-
nation of Desolation ending in 1843. �Why did we begin the
[1335] years thirty years before the abomination was set
up? Here is our mistake, and it is one of thirty years. The
days end in 1873, not 1843. All this came in a moment. From
that hour ... the whole truth of our position was made clear�
(Ibid., pp. 32-33). In retrospect, it seems reasonable that
�Bro. Miller and others assumed the long cherished view
that 6,000 years would end with the Lord�s return. Under-
standably, they looked for a chronology which would make
it so, and it is not surprising that Bros. Miller and Barbour
both found systems which satisfied this view� (David Rice,
Time and Prophecy, p. 78, 1995).

In London, Barbour discovered E.B. Elliott�s work, Ho-
rae Apocalypticae and saw that Elliott�s figure ended the 6,000
years in 1873. �When he looked at the figures, the shock,
he says, almost took his breath away ... Bro. Miller stated
soon after 1843 had past, �that he could see no light this
side of 1873 ...� � (Ibid., pp. 33-34).3

While traveling back to America from London on the same
ship, Barbour read Elliott�s treatise with great interest, com-
paring each line of reasoning with Scripture. At the same
time he spoke with the ship�s chaplain and they made an
attempt to end all of the time prophecies in the same year of
1873! Barbour continued his careful studying of Elliott�s writ-
ings after his return to America and wrote a book entitled
The Midnight Cry and Evidence for the Coming of the Lord in
1873. He originally published this in 1870 and it went into a
second edition by 1871. Jonas Wendell, an associate of Pas-
tor Russell�s, as well as other Adventists, also focused on
1873. However, they thought they would witness the burn-
ing of the world and that the chronology of the history of
the world ended at the beginning of 1873.

The year 1873 came and went and Jesus did not return.
That same year Barbour started a monthly magazine, The
Midnight Cry, that expounded his new chronological and time
prophetic idea and new date of 1874. Two years later the
title of the magazine was changed to Herald of the Morning,
where he expounded the view that Jesus would return in
1874-75, adding the evidences of the Jubilees, and the

Jewish-Gospel Age parallels. Barbour makes the sugges-
tion that he found a new argument about the Jubilees com-
ing out to 1874.

�I would call especial attention to the article on the Jubi-
lees. It is a new argument, but one of the strongest ever
presented on Time. When the 1335 �days� of Daniel 12, ex-
pired, as in full years, they certainly have (and we are living
in a little fraction of time �the prolonging of the vision,� as
shown in a former article), the force of that argument was
spent; then it was that more light was required, and it came
at the needed time. Suddenly, while walking in the street,
the suggestion came, �The seventy years during which the
land enjoyed her Sabbaths, is a key; turn that key. Divide
the time during which jubilees were given, by fifty, and the
time during which there were no jubilee years, by forty nine.�
It was evening, I hurried, I ran through the streets: I began
to shout and praise God before reaching my room, satisfied
it would come out 1874, but I wanted to see the figures. O!
If it only does come out so, the last doubt will disappear;
and I will give myself anew; soul body and spirit, to the work.
When I put the figures down, just as they stand in the Bible
chronology; just as they stand in the argument on �The two
dispensations,� which shows they are equal, that the time
under the twelve Tribes was 1843 years; and that therefore,
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the time under the Gospel, will be 1843 years; and that they
all center here, that they point to the �fourth day of the sev-
enth month of 1874 longest period, my heart leaped with
joy the Lord! The race is almost done a story soon to come�
(N.H. Barbour, �Our Paper,� Herald of the Morning, March
1874, Vol. 1, No. 4, p. 2).

However, arriving at this date of Fall 1874 through a link
to the Jubilee period was also in Horae Apocalypticae. �As to
the Jubilaean chronology it seems possible that as seventy
years marked the length of Israel�s waiting-time for the re-
demption from Babylon, and seventy weeks of years that of
its further waiting for its primary redemption by Christ Jesus,
so seventy Jubilees may define the mystical period of its whole
existence as a people, from the Exodus to the epoch of both
the natural and the spiritual Israel�s perfect redemption: a
period which reckoned from the Exodus (each at fifty years)
will end (on the basis still of Clinton�s Chronology) AD 1875.
But there seems to me here far too much of the conjectural,
to admit of our resting at all on the argument� (E. B. Elliott,
Horae Apocalypticae, Second edition, 1846, p. 261).

Barbour credited Horae for this discovery in the chronol-
ogy, and several months later Barbour presented his

PASTOR CHARLES TAZE RUSSELL

It was about January 1876 (see R5909) when a young
Charles Taze Russell found a copy of Barbour�s Herald of the
Morning. His attention was immediately attracted to the time
prophecies of Barbour and Patton as well as other Scriptural
understandings.

�The Editor was beginning to get his eyes open on the
subjects that for some years had so greatly rejoiced our
hearts here in Allegheny � that the object of our Lord�s

thoughts on the �Gentile Times.� �There is a fixed period
of Gentile rule, the four Gentile kingdoms, during which
time Jerusalem is to be trodden down ... the prophecies of
Daniel, and the facts of history, prove that Jerusalem, �the
sanctuary and the host,� have been trodden under foot of
the Gentiles for a longer period than the gospel has been
given to them ... there is a period of time called �seven times�
during which the Gentiles were to rule over literal Israel�
(N.H. Barbour, �The Times of the Gentiles,� Herald of the
Morning, October 1875, Volume 3, No. 5, p. 74).

This calculation is also found in Elliott�s work. �Of course
if calculated from Nebuchadnezzar�s own accession and in-
vasion of Judah, BC 606, the end is much later, being AD

1914; just one half century, or jubilean period, from our prob-
able date of the opening of the Millennium� (E. B. Elliott,
Horae Apocalypticae, Second edition, 1846, p. 261).

Pastor Charles Taze Russell
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return is not to destroy, but to bless all the families of the
earth, and that his coming would be thief-like, and not in
flesh, but as a spirit-being, invisible to men; and that the
gathering of his Church and the separation of the �wheat�
from the �tares� would progress in the end of this age with-
out the world�s being aware of it� (C.T.Russell, Zion�s Watch
Tower, July 15, 1906, R3822).

Although Pastor Russell was not exclusively under the
aura of Barbour for the chronology studies, he did accept
without modification nearly every one of Barbour�s time pro-
phetic interpretations in the summer of 1876. The excep-
tion comes for the 1260 �days� that Pastor Russell later
changed from 1798 to 1799. Barbour, in turn, had accepted a
number of chronology links in general circulation amongst
Adventists. Each of the Time prophecies taught in the sec-
ond and third volumes of the Studies in the Scriptures ap-
peared in Nelson Barbour�s writings before meeting Pastor
Russell. (See chart above.)

Later, Pastor Russell wrote of his first meeting with
Barbour in 1876: �But there were no books or other publi-
cations setting forth the time-prophecies as then understood,
so I paid Mr. Barbour�s expenses to come to see me at Phila-
delphia (where I had business engagements during the sum-
mer of 1876), to show me fully and Scripturally, if he could,
that the prophecies indicated 1874 as the date at which the
Lord�s presence and �the harvest� began. He came, and the
evidences satisfied me. Being a person of positive convic-
tions and fully consecrated to the Lord, I at once saw that
the special times in which we live have an important bear-
ing upon our duty and work as Christ�s disciples; that, being
in the time of harvest, the harvest-work should be done;

and that Present Truth was the sickle by which the Lord
would have us do a gathering and reaping work everywhere
among his children.�

�I inquired of Mr. Barbour as to what was being done by
him and by the Herald. He replied that nothing was being
done; that the readers of the Herald, being disappointed
Adventists, had nearly all lost interest and stopped their
subscriptions; and that thus, with money exhausted, the
Herald might be said to be practically suspended. I told him
that instead of feeling discouraged and giving up the work
since his newly found light on restitution (for when we first

EARLY WRITINGS AND HERALD OF THE MORNING ISSUES
AUTHORED BY N. H. BARBOUR, WITH TIME PROPHECIES

70 wks / 490 yrs, BC 2 date June 1875, Herald of the Morning, p.16

1260 & 1798 1871, Evidences for the Coming of the Lord in 1873, p. 6

1290 & 1828 1871, Evidences for the Coming of the Lord in 1873, p. 24

1335 & 1875 1859 (according to Advent Christian Times, Nov. 11, 1873)

1845 yr doubles June 1875, Herald of the Morning, p. 5

Jewish/Gospel Age Parallels December 1875, Herald of the Morning, p. 88

2300-1843 1871, Evidences for the Coming of the Lord in 1873, p. 49

2520 (606-1914) July 1875, Herald of the Morning, p. 25

Jubilees to 1874-75 March 1874, Herald of the Morning, p. 50

1878 based on Parallels October 1875, Herald of the Morning, p. 69
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met, he had much to learn from me on the fullness of resti-
tution based upon the sufficiency of the ransom given for
all, as I had much to learn from him concerning time), he
should rather feel that now he had some good tidings to
preach, such as he never had before, and that his zeal should
be correspondingly increased. At the same time, the knowl-
edge of the fact that we were already in the harvest period
gave to me an impetus to spread the Truth such as I never
had before. I therefore at once resolved upon a vigorous
campaign for the Truth.�

�... While it (The Three Worlds) was not the first book to
teach a measure of restitution, nor the first to treat upon
time-prophecy, it was, we believe, the first to combine the
idea of restitution with time-prophecy� (C.T. Russell, Zion�s
Watch Tower, July 15, 1906, R3822).

After The Three Worlds (1877) was published in its en-
tirety, Barbour restarted the Herald journal, now with J.H.
Paton and Pastor Russell as co-editors. Nearly a year later
Barbour wrote and published an article denying the substi-
tutionary atonement of Christ (Herald of the Morning, Au-
gust 1878). Pastor Russell wrote a response to Barbour�s
article in the very next issue defending the ransom. Barbour
countered this article, and soon letters focusing on the con-
troversy circulated among the three editors. Pastor Russell�s
2½-page article was followed by Barbour�s 3½-page editor�s
note again denying the doctrine. Pastor Russell then dis-
cussed the matter with Bro. John H. Paton requesting that
�he also write an article for the Herald, which, in no uncer-
tain tone, would give his witness for the precious blood of
Christ� (C.T. Russell, Zion�s Watch Tower, May 1880, R1214).
Paton�s article appeared in the October issue and another
followed in December 1878.

After about a year of these debates, both public and pri-
vate, Pastor Russell and J. H. Paton left to start Zion�s Watch
Tower. Its mission would be to proclaim similar chronologi-
cal and time prophetic concepts as Herald of the Morning, as
well as defending the blood of Christ and the substitution-
ary atonement.

To conclude this brief survey of history of chronology, let
us consider Pastor Russell�s observations and timely warn-
ings on these tumultuous events as viewed from the sea-
soned perspective of 35 years:

�The general facts are much more valuable and impor-
tant than merely the day or the year respecting these facts.
�Let brotherly love continue!� Suffer not any dispute over a
day or a year to break the most precious bond of love which
binds us to the Lord and to all who are truly his. Be spe-
cially careful on this point when the subject of discussion is

one respecting which we have no positive knowledge. The
rupture of fellowship may sometimes be necessary, when
we �contend earnestly for the faith once delivered unto the
saints� � faith in the divine plan, in the Redeemer, in the
efficacy of his death, etc. These matters are positively stated
in the Bible � not left to deduction, as in the case of chro-
nology and all matters based upon chronology� (C.T. Russell,
Zion�s Watch Tower, November 15, 1913, R5348).

� Bro. Jeff  Mezera
____________

(1) Some other examples of Elliott�s thoughts and modifications of
Clinton�s chronological work follow:
�The chronological question on which I have now to enter, becomes
one of really important bearing on the point in hand ...� (Ibid., p.
253-254).
�Thus there is nothing in the Jewish mundane chronology to affect
the accuracy of Mr. Clinton�s ... I cannot therefore but suspect that to
constitute the interval this prophetic term of years may have been
the abbreviator�s object ...� (Ibid., p. 259).
�There remain but two small chasms in the Hebrew chronology to fill
up, and one doubtful point to settle, arising from a difference between
an Old Testament statement and one in the New Testament, in order
to the completion of OUR chronological table� (Ibid., p. 257).
�Thus Mr. Clinton seems fairly to have estimated Joshua�s age ...�
(Ibid., p. 257).
�Mr. Clinton, not without reason, as it seems to me, prefers the lat-
ter� (Ibid., p. 258).

(2) �Nebuchadnezzar�s own accession and invasion of Judah, BC 606
...� Elliott, Horae Apocalypticae (Second Edition), p. 261. As was noted
previously, it was not until the second edition of Horae that Elliott�s
friend Bowen drew up Elliott�s chronology. However, it was not with-
out modifications. Whether the modification was a misunderstanding
of Elliott�s or Clinton�s concepts by Bowen, or some understanding of
Bowen himself, is unknown.
The above statement agrees with the chronology of Clinton, which
Elliott based his work upon. Clinton wrote, �We may place the expe-
dition of Nebuchadnezzar towards the end of the 3rd and beginning of
the 4th year, in the summer of BC 606� (Clinton, Henry Fynes, Fasti
Helenici, p. 328, 1824). �The destruction of the temple is determined
by concurrent sacred and profane testimony to July BC 587� (Ibid., p.
285).
In Elliott�s discussion of the chronology periods, he does not speak
about the ending of the period of the Kings and the Desolation. The
only thing that Elliott says is that 606 BC was the first accession year
of Nebuchadnezzar and that 587 BC was Zedekiah�s captivity and de-
struction of the temple (see Horae Apocalypticae, Second Edition, p.
258). Bowen picks up all of Elliott�s changes to Clinton�s chronology,
except he changed the understanding the 606 BC date from that of the
other two men without any historical reference or documentation listed
for us in Elliott�s work. It may be that Barbour looked at Bowen�s list
without reference to the rest of Elliott�s statements on �this scripture
chronology� and this would explain the difference.

(3) This statement of Barbour�s has not been validated in any way in
any of the research we have done or by any of the Seventh Day
Adventist scholars of Miller�s ministry.
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An Altar to God
�No one should give the answer that it is impossible for a

man occupied with worldly cares ...to pray always. Every-
where, wherever you may find yourself, you can set up an
altar to God in your mind by means of prayer. And so it is
fitting to pray at your trade, on a journey, standing at the
counter or sitting at your handicraft.

Everywhere and in every place it is possible to pray, and,
indeed, if a man diligently turns his attention upon himself,
then everywhere he will find convenient circumstances for
prayer, if only he is convinced of the fact that prayer should
constitute his chief occupation and come before every other
duty. And in that case he would, of course, order his affairs
with greater decision; in necessary conversation with other
people he would maintain brevity, a tendency to silence, and
a disinclination for useless words; he would not be unduly
anxious about worrisome things.

And in all these ways he would find more time for quiet
prayer ... He would come to know from experience that fre-
quency of prayer ... is a possibility for the will of man, that it
is possible to pray at all times, in all circumstances and in
every place, and easily to rise from frequent vocal prayer to
prayer of the mind and from that to prayer of the heart, which
opens up the Kingdom of God within us.�

� John Chrysostom (345-407 AD)

Notes on Translation:
Only Begotten

We owe a debt of gratitude to the clear explanation pre-
sented by Pastor Russell in The Atonement between God and
Man (Study III). This study elucidates the confusing sub-
ject of �only begotten.� In the Englishman�s Greek Concor-
dance we also find an invaluable study tool (now available
keyed to Strong�s Concordance), which shows the nine bib-
lical uses of �monogenees.� This is the single Greek word
we find translated �only begotten� (S3439).

The uses in Luke 7:12, 8:42, 9:38 refer to an �only-begot-
ten� child. In Hebrews 11:17 we read that Abraham �offered
up his only-begotten.� Here it refers to the offering of Isaac.
This provides a fascinating example, for it is clear that Isaac
was neither the first-born son, nor the only son of Abraham.
Isaac was the only son of Abraham in a legal, right-of-inher-
itance sense, since all the others had mothers who were
concubines. Genesis 25:6 reads, �But unto the sons of the
concubines [plural], which Abraham had, Abraham gave gifts,
and sent them away from Isaac his son, while he yet lived,
eastward, unto the east country.� And until Abram became
Abraham (Genesis 17:5) and Sarai became Sarah (Genesis
17:15), it would seem that the begettal of a son through the
course of nature would not have had a special standing in
the eyes of the Lord. Hence, Isaac was not only the sole son
of Sarah � the sole legally constituted wife � but he was
also the �only begotten� son �by promise� (Galatians 4:23).
Clearly the explanation in Galatians must be the same
thought as in the Hebrews text.

Hebrews represents the only use of �only-begotten� re-
ferring to our Savior that is not from John. We find all of the
other five uses of �only begotten� come to us only from the
writing of this apostle (John 1:14, 1:18, 3:16, 3:18, 1 John
4:9). John shows that all the creative process involved the
cooperative action of the father and son (John 1:3). John
writes that he is the only begotten �theos� (S2316) or �god�
in John 1:18. Here the preponderance of scholarship now
reads �god� rather than �son� and this should not suggest
the advocacy of manuscript evidence favorable to Trini-
tarians. As we understand Christ�s pre-human existence and
learn from harmonizing other scripture, the creative pro-
cess later included activity by the mighty angels � Job 38:7.
The Septuagint Greek translation renders these angels as
�gods� or �theos� in Greek in translating the Hebrew
�elohim� of the original. Our Lord himself cited this in John
10:35, where he quotes the psalm:

 �Jesus answered them, Is it not written in your law, I
said, �Ye are gods?� [Psalm 82:6] If he called them �gods,�
unto whom the word of God came, and the scripture cannot
be broken; Say ye of him, whom the Father hath sanctified,
and sent into the world, �Thou blasphemest;� because I said,
�I am the Son of God?� � (John 10:34-36).Praying Hands, Albrecht Dürer
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We may note just two additional examples in Job 28:23
and Psalm 115:2. When the Logos became flesh (John 1:14)
there was witness indeed that a �mighty one,� the Archan-
gel second only to the Father, was now �only begotten.�

Apparently there was a period of time prior to creation,
�before his works of old� where only the Lord and his only
child � the Word � existed (Proverbs 8:22-31). We also
observe that in Proverbs 8:22, the word �possessed� (S7069)
carries the thought of �created.� It is on account of this
unique relationship that this beloved child is called the �only-
begotten.� Afterwards there is a �we� and �us� in the cre-
ative process. So although the angels and Adam are also
called the �sons� of God (Job 1:6, Luke 3:38), since this then
followed the period where John 1:3 was operative they were
not �only begotten.�

� Richard Doctor

Robert Greathead
Historians frequently focus on those characters who both

shape and are the products of their times. Luther was one
such man who stood up against the prevailing religious op-
pression and bombast of his time and found that society was
prepared to heed his message. John Hus (1369-1415 AD) a
century earlier than Luther came to Bohemia preaching the
same message of reform and zeal, but he perished in the
flames of religious oppression. Yet the ashes of Hus fertil-
ized the field that was to nurture Luther.

Whether the hearers take heed and follow the lead of a
visionary, or take up arms to oppose it, such men of faith
define their times. Studying and interpreting the four winds
of social, religious, political, and economic influence that stir
the waters of the �collective� pictured by the sea (Daniel
7:2) requires careful attention. As we understand, �through-
out the Scriptures, earth, when used symbolically, represents
society; mountains represent kingdoms; heavens, the pow-
ers of spiritual control; seas, the restless, turbulent, dissat-
isfied masses of the world.� (Studies in the Scriptures, Vol-
ume 1, page 318).

These same forces are recognized as critical in interpret-
ing history by the scholarly community.1 At the same time,
such a study is much more difficult than following the record
of royal successions, troop movements, and battles. The
Lord recognizing that every major stage of human progress
has small beginnings, counsels in Zechariah 4:10, �For who
hath despised the day of small things?� Indeed, the seeking
of the better �continuing city� (Hebrews 13:14) is the one
feature that distinguishes the movers towards progress from
the collective.

Some, like Isaac Newton (1642-1727 AD), may find their
religious thinking and writings on the need of the churches
to preach the �Times of Restitution� leading to no founding
of mass movements, universally spurned as heretical in their

times, and then buried and forgotten for hundreds of years.
Thoughtful consideration leads us to conclude that many
individuals of historic import find themselves as �one born
out of season.�

From this perspective, Robert Greathead (c. 1175-1253
AD) deserves our attention. At a time of great spiritual dark-
ness, and dogmatic fervor, he served in England as the bishop
of Lincoln from 1235 AD until his death. This was the era of
crusades and he was a contemporary of King Richard �the
lion-hearted,� and the inept prince John. Despite the dark-
ness, the stirrings of liberality were going on deep below
the surface of society and it was this era that nonetheless
saw the birth of some of the English-speaking people�s most
celebrated civil liberties in the �Great Charter,� or Magna
Carta (1215 AD).

Greathead was regarded as the most learned man in all of
Europe. In his day he was a master of Latin, Greek, He-
brew, and French. He was versed in law, medicine, theol-
ogy, music and natural philosophy. He aligned himself with
the simplicity and zeal for holiness of the socially reforming
Franciscan order. Some historians have called him a �Prot-
estant� of highest principle.2 He taught that the only sure
foundation on which to build were the Old Testament and
New Testament, and not tradition.

His preaching soon locked him into conflict with the Pa-
pal court. And he decried the medieval papacy for scandal-
ous abuses. Because of his position, he prevented England
from collecting the Papal tithe of 1252 AD and was excom-
municated by Pope Innocent IV. Greathead then announced
that he had appealed the excommunication �to the tribunal
of Christ� and henceforward, ignored it. The pope was furi-
ous at �this raving old man� who nevertheless, went on with
his ministry.

As he lay on his deathbed, he quipped, that the Lord had
made the earth in six days, but had labored for more than 30
years in the flesh to correct the actions of man up until that
day. He then wondered at how much effort would be neces-
sary to undo the work of anti-Christ, for so he designated
the Papacy. We should not underestimate the spirit of intel-
lectual honesty and boldness that was to influence the En-
glish character in religion and make it open to bold thinking
when brighter days would dawn.

� Richard Doctor
____________

(1) Toynbee, Arnold, and J. Caplan, A Study of History (abridged), Ox-
ford (1972) p. 360.
(2) Froom, Leroy Edwin, Prophetic Faith of Our Fathers, Vol. 1, Re-
view and Herald, Washington, D.C. (1950) pp. 621-626.

____________________

�There was no one in the age in which he lived who led a
more blameless life, or displayed higher excellences ... The
elegance of his manners attracted admiring comment; the
placidity and placability of his disposition equalled his un-
yielding resolution� (McClintock and Strongs Cyclopedia).


